Legendary Auto Interiors has been developing and working with the automotive
aftermarket bringing the past and future together for almost 30 years. Whether you are
looking for the most authentic original style, or the wildest, coolest custom and restomod interior available, Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd. has what you need.
Legendary was incorporated in 1985; however the start-up company began producing
interior parts for Mustang, Chevelle and Camano as early as 1980. A lack of high quality
interior parts for Chrysler products was apparent and by 1983 the focus had shifted to
producing soft trim for Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth vehicles in the village of Macedon,
NY.
By 1990 the company, now with 25 employees, had moved into a 13,000 square foot
facility in the village of Newark. Just 5 years later the company had expanded yet again,
doubling the size of the plant and adding employees for a total of 32. It was at this time
Legendary moved back into producing parts for General Motors products, introducing
lines for Buick Skylark and Riviera initially, and adding Chevelle, Oldsmobile, Pontiac,
Camaro and Firebird in addition to the existing Chrysler products.
Throughout the late 90’s until today Legendary continues to expand, adding additional
manufacturing space, employees, and accolades from the industry. Along with this
expansion came the first “Lifetime Warranty” ever offered in the soft trim segment, as
well as the introduction of “LegendImagery”. This process allowed customers to have the
custom design of their choice manufactured into a soft trim product that provided
outstanding reproduction characteristics combined with Legendary quality. In 2008, one
of the most satisfying moments in Company history was when Legendary products were
named “#1 in Quality & Originality” by Councours judges.

Today, Legendary continues to be the leading-edge manufacturer in the segment of
interior soft trim products for Chrysler, General Motors and AMC. Our hand
craftsmanship combined with modern production techniques yield the highest quality
interior soft trim products available. Legendary provides the most extensive range of
available product by model, all supported by tens of thousands of correctly matched raw
goods that are available immediately for manufacture of products. Finally, Legendary is
very proud to be an American company manufacturing products in the USA.
There Really is a Difference..!!

